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Chapter 1
Programs using cryptography
In which we design type systems to check the correct usage of secure cryptographic schemes

The Problem Cryptographic algorithms can leak information about their encrypted payload1 [Lip81], even if they rely on intractable problems, such as factoring
or discrete logarithm. In the 80’s, Goldwasser and Micali proposed the notion of
semantic security [GM82], known today as indistinguishability (IND), a property
that asserts that encryption cannot leak information to attackers with polynomial
computational power. The proposal of semantic security was the first step towards
the theoretical foundations of modern cryptography. Since then until today, many
cryptographic algorithms have been proved to hold the IND security property in
many of its declinations IND-CPA, IND-CCA, etc. However, in spite of these great
advances in the state of the art, in practice, when programming with cryptography
there might still be problems. If programs do not use cryptographic algorithms correctly, strong cryptographic theoretical guarantees are useless for the actual security
of the payloads.
The Dream In an ideal world, practice will keep up with theoretical advances.
For security in particular, this means that if certain cryptographic algorithms are
proven to hold strong security properties to protect payloads, such as IND, then
programs that use such algorithms will offer at least the same security guarantees
for the encrypted payloads.

1.1

What can go wrong?

Cryptography provides essential mechanisms for confidentiality, with a wide range of
algorithms [Mar04] reflecting different trade-offs between security, functionality, and
1

The article [Lip81] turns out to be of crutial importance for people fonding for playing Poker.
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efficiency. Thus, the secure usage of adequate algorithms for a particular system is
far from trivial. Even with plain encryption, the confidentiality and integrity of keys,
plaintexts, and ciphertexts are interdependent: encryption with untrusted keys is
clearly dangerous, and plaintexts should never be more secret than their decryption
keys. Integrity also matters: attackers may swap ciphertexts, and thus cause the
declassification of the wrong data after their successful decryption. Conversely,
to protect against chosen-ciphertext attacks, it may be necessary to authenticate
ciphertexts, even when plaintexts are untrusted.
In the examples of the rest of the chapter, we use the following cryptographic
schemes:
Encryption scheme: we use a (public key) encryption scheme hGe , E, Di, that is
a triple of algorithms such that Ge is a probabilistic key generation algorithm, E is a
public key encryption probabilistic algorithm, and D is its correspondent decryption
deterministic algorithm.
We assume the scheme to be correct, that is, decryption of an encryption is the
identity function for a plaintext element given that the encryption and decryption
keys were generated by a unique call to Ge .
We assume the scheme to hold the security property of Indistinguishability
against Chosen Chiphertext Attacks, a.k.a. IND-CCA [RS91]. Such an indistinguishability property states that if an adversary2 is given the opportunity to decrypt
a set of ciphertexts that he has chosen to encrypt, he will still get no information3
from ciphertexts that are not in that set. (In this mémoire we keep the algorithms
of the encryption scheme abstract. A notable instantiation of the encryption scheme
used in this section is OAEP-RSA, which was proved IND-CCA in [FOPS01].)
Signature scheme: we use a signature scheme (Gs , S, V), that is a triple of algorithms such that Gs is a probabilistic key generation algorithm (generating a private
key ks for signatures, and a public key kv for verification), S is a probabilistic signing
algorithm, V is a deterministic signature verification algorithm.
We assume that the signing scheme is correct, that is verification of a signature of
a message returns true, V(m, S(m, ks ), kv ) = true, for all ks , kv := Gs () and message
m in the plaintexts set.
We assume that the signing scheme is secure against forgery under adaptive
Chosen Message Attacks a.k.a. CMA [GMR88]. Such a security property states
that even if an adversary is given the opportunity to sign a set of chosen messages,
he will not be able to forge any signature4 of a message outside that set.
2

An adversary in this context is a program which is polynomial on the length of the key.
Except for a negligible probability.
4
Except for a negligible probability.
3

1.1. WHAT CAN GO WRONG?
Blinding scheme: we use a blinding scheme (GeB , P, B, DB ) such that
(GeB , P; B, DB ) is an encryption scheme, where P; B is the composition of two algorithms:
• pre-encryption P() inputs a plaintext and outputs its representation as a ciphertext, but does not in itself provides confidentiality; it is deterministic;
• blinding B() operates on ciphertexts; it hides the correlation between its input
and its output, by randomly sampling another ciphertext that decrypts to the
same plaintext.
We assume that the blinding scheme is correct, that is, the encryption scheme it
defines (GeB , P; B, DB ) is correct and B is a probabilistic function such that, for all
ke , kd := GeB (), if v encrypts m, then DB (v, kd ) = m, where ‘encrypts’ is defined by
1. v encrypts m when v := B(P(m, ke )) with m a plaintext;
2. v 0 encrypts m when v 0 := B(v, ke ) and v encrypts m.
We assume the blinding scheme to hold the security property of Indistinguishability against Chosen Plaintext Attacks a.k.a. IND-CPA. This property provides
the same security guarantees than IND-CCA but against a weaker adversary which
does not have the opportunity to decrypt chosen ciphertexts.
Homomorphic encryption scheme: An homomorphic encryption scheme is an
encryption scheme that permits homomorphic operations on ciphertexts. We use
an homomorphic encryption scheme hGeH , E H , DH i that permits to add plaintexts
by multiplying their ciphertexts (an instantiation of such scheme is Paillier [Pai99]).
We assume the scheme is correct and IND-CPA.
The following is a short and incomplete tour of programs that invalidate confidentiality or integrity even when using provably strong cryptographic schemes.

1.1.1

Key cycles

IND provides security guarantees if the adversary does not hold the decryption
key. Hence, in particular, IND-CCA and IND-CPA do not provide any guarantee
if the adversary gets the decryption key as plaintext nor in more complex usages
of encryptions, such as those where ciphertexts are encryptions of decryption keys.
Said otherwise, IND-CCA and IND-CPA say nothing about confidentiality in case
the plaintexts may depend on the decryption key (see e.g.[AR02]). This situation is
referred to as a key cycle. Programs which use IND-CCA or IND-CPA schemes but
present key cycles, loose the advantages offered by strong security guarantees (other

4
security properties [BRS02, ABHS09] offer security guarantees even in the presence
of key cycles).
Example 1 (Key cycle). Consider the program P defined as:
·

P = ke , kd := Ge ();
ke0 , kd0 := Ge ();
x := E(kd0 , ke );
y := x;
x0 := E(y, ke0 )
The program P has a key cycle. One may have that even if hGe , D, Ei is IND-CCA
the encryption in x0 leaks information on key kd0 .

1.1.2

Wrong decryption keys

Correctness of encryption schemes is guaranteed only if the encryption and decryption keys match, that is, they are generated by a single call to Ge .
Example 2 (Bad decrypted key). Consider the following program where s is a secret
:
ke , kd := Ge ();
ke0 , kd0 := Ge ();
xLL := E(ke0 , ke );
kd := kd0 ;
k := D(xLL , kd );
y := E(s, k)
This program is insecure because the key kd used for decryption does not match
the key ke used for encryption. Hence, the decrypted value k is unspecified—it is
unlikely to be a valid encryption key—and encryption using k is also unspecified—
one may have then that even if hGe , D, Ei is IND-CCA the final encryption leaks
both its parameters s and k.

1.1.3

Integrity of signing keys

A signing scheme offers integrity guarantees only if the signing key cannot be manipulated by the adversary.
Example 3 (Low-integrity signing keys). Consider a distributed program with two
components: P1 executes in one machine and P2 in another. Assume that P2 has
a (correctly generated) pair of encryption keys ke and kd such that ke is public (so

1.1. WHAT CAN GO WRONG?
that P1 and the adversary also have it). Assume that P1 has a (correctly generated)
pair of signing/verification keys ks and kv such that kv is public (so that P2 and
the adversary also have it). We abstract away details of communication, since they
are unnecessary for what this example illustrates. Instead, we assume that variables
with subindex LL are sent to the network.

·

P1 =eLL := E(ks , ke )
·

P2 =
if s then k := D(eLL , kd );
zLH := 0;
mLL := S(zLH , k)
If an adversary sets eLL before P2 receives it, and then tests whether mLL verifies,
he can infer whether the secret s is true.

1.1.4

Replay attacks

CMA security does not require security against replay: an adversary may use an
old and faithfully generated (by a trusted party) signature in order to "forge" a new
signature. Thus the integrity of a message can be violated even when using CMA
signing schemes, as shown in the following example.
Example 4 (Replay attack). Consider a distributed program with components P1
and P2 .

·

P1 = x := 0; x0 := 1;
yLL := S(x, ks ); zLL := x;
0
0
yLL
:= S(x0 , ks ); zLL
:= x0
·

P2 = if V(zLL , yLL , kv ) then hLH := zLL
An adversary that intercepts the messages between P1 and P2 may execute the
0
following code: yLL := yLL
; xLL := x0LL causing a violation in the integrity of the
message, since P2 believes that P1 sent 1 instead of 0.

6

1.1.5

Missing blinding

Example 5. Consider a program choosing between two ciphertexts depending on a
secret value s:
yLH0 := E(xHH0 , ke );
yLH1 := E(xHH1 , ke );
if s then y := yLH0 else y := yLH1
If the adversary gets y,yLH0 , yLH1 , he may compare y with yLH0 and yLH1 and
infer the value of s. The program would be secure with the addition of one line of
code using blinding y := B(y, ke ) to randomise the original encryption.

1.1.6

Honest but curious adversaries

Example 6. Consider the following program that homomorphically multiply an encrypted value by a small integer factor.
ke , kd := GeH ();
y := E H (xHH , ke );
z := E H (2, ke );
for i := 1 to n do z := z ∗ y
An adversary with access to z and y may also iterate multiplications of y and z
and compare them to the result to guess n.

1.2

Typable programs do not go wrong

Cryptographic scheme features are naturally explained in terms of information flows;
they enable computations at a lower level of confidentiality, for example homomorphic operations can be delegated to an "honest but curious principal" but they
require some care in the presence of active adversaries.
We have developed information flow type systems [5, 13] and safety conditions
for checking the correct usage of cryptography. All examples of Section 1.1 are
rejected by our type systems.
The typing rules reflect the diverse functional and security features of encryption and signing schemes and allow us to prove that programs using cryptography
preserve confidentiality and integrity properties of sensitive data, under strong cryptographic assumptions such as IND-CPA, IND-CCA, and CMA. In order to mathematically define the security properties of confidentiality and integrity that we aimed
at achieving, we have proposed the notion of Computational Noninterference against
active adversaries (CNI). CNI is closely related to the notion of semantic security
in cryptography but applies to (probabilistic) programs using cryptography instead

1.2. TYPABLE PROGRAMS DO NOT GO WRONG
of to cryptographic schemes. CNI states that programs cannot leak5 information to
attackers with only polynomial computational power.
To assert that a program complies with CNI, it is necessary to distinguish what
is public from what is secret. For that, we propose to use information flow specifications, where security levels, belonging to a given lattice, indicate the sensitivity of
the information. Thus, in this setting, we assume that adversaries can read program
resources labeled up to a certain (confidentiality) label, and write resources down to
a certain (integrity) level. The definition considers active adversaries: adversaries
that can interact with our trusted programs. We model adversaries as polynomialbounded probabilistic programs and the locations where they can interact with
trusted programs are modeled as holes in program contexts.
The type system developed in [5], and extended in [13], uses the following types
for cryptographic values:
τ ::=
t ::=
|
|

t(`)
Data
Enc τ K | Ke τ K | Kd τ K
Sig τ | Ks F K | Kv F K

Security types
Data types for payloads
Data types for encryption
Data types for signing

where ` is a security label from a lattice of security levels, τ is a security type, F is
a map from tags to security types, and K is a key label, as explained below.
Static key labels The labels K are used to keep track of keys, grouped by their
key-generation commands. These labels are attached to the types of the generated
key pairs, and propagated to the types of any derived cryptographic materials. They
are used to match the usage of key pairs (see Example 2), to prevent key cycles (see
Example 1), and to prevent generating multiple signatures with the same key and
tag. Technically, we rely on τ in Sig τ and on τ in Ke τ K and Kd τ K only to exclude
the creation of encryption cycles. We also impose for soundness that each key label
is used in at most one (dynamic) key generation.
Example 7 (Program context with a potential key cycle). Consider the following
program context:
·

P [_] = ke , kd := Ge ();
ke0 , kd0 := Ge ();
x := E(kd0 , ke );
_;
x0 := E(y, ke0 )
5

Except for negligible probability.
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where the hole in the forth line represents a place holder for adversarial code. If
variable y can be written by the adversary and variable x can be read by him, then
the program P [y := x] has a key cycle (and matches the program of Example 1),
and thus the program context P [_] has a potential key cycle. If we assume that the
integrity of x is such that the adversary can write on it, then to type this program, it
is not possible to directly encrypt kd0 with ke and at the same time encrypt kd with ke0
since in our type system the type of variable x must contain the type of its payload key kd0 - and the type of variable x0 , the type of encryption with key ke , syntactically,
we cannot write a type that is cyclic.
Encryption Enc τ K represents an encryption of a plaintext with security type τ ;
Ke τ K and Kd τ K represent encryption and decryption keys, respectively, where τ
indicates the security type of plaintexts that may be encrypted and decrypted with
these keys. We generalise this to a set in [13] to enable typechecking for code that
uses the same key pair for different purposes, which is important for efficiency.
Tagged signatures Sig τ represents an (unverified) signature on a value with
security type τ . Ks F K and Kv F K represent signing and verification keys, respectively. Cryptographic signatures are often computed on (hashed) texts prefixed by
a tag t or some other descriptor that specializes the usage of the signing key to
avoid replay attacks. Accordingly, in order to precisely type expressions of the form
S(t + m, ks ) where t is a constant tag and m is the signed text, our key types embed
a partial map, F , from the tags usable with the key to the security types of the
corresponding signed values. We assume that the tags in the domain of F all have
the same size. Without this limited form of type dependency, we would essentially
have to use a distinct key for every signature. We impose that each signing-key
label/tag pair is used for signing at most once to prevent replay attacks as the one
shown in Example 4.
Example 8 (Tagged signatures). The command context
·

P [_] = ks , kv := Gs ();
yLL := S(t0 + xLH , ks ); zLL := xLH ;
0
0
:= x0LH ;
yLL
:= S(t1 + x0LH , ks ); zLL
_;
if V(t0 + zLL , yLL , kv ) then hLH := zLL
0
is CNI (and typable) against an adversary that can read and write yLL , yLL
, zLL ,
0
0
zLL . If we assume that xLH and xLH have type Data (LH), we may use, for instance,
a map F defined by F (t0) = F (t1) = Data (LH).

1.2. TYPABLE PROGRAMS DO NOT GO WRONG
Applications We illustrate the effectiveness of our type systems using programming examples based on key establishment protocols [5] and classic encryption
schemes with homomorphic properties [ElG84, Pai99]. We also develop two challenging applications. Both applications rely on a security lattice with intermediate
levels, reflecting the structure of their homomorphic operations, and enabling us to
prove confidentiality properties, both for honest-but-curious servers (see Example
6) and for compromised servers controlled by an active attacker.
• We program and typecheck a practical protocol for private search on data
streams proposed by Ostrovsky and Skeith III [OSI05] , based on a Paillier
encryption of the search query. This illustrates that our types protect against
both explicit and implicit information flows; for instance we crucially need to
apply some blinding operations to hide information about secret loop indexes.
• We program and typecheck the bootstrapping part of Gentry’s fully homomorphic encryption [Gen09]. Starting from the properties of the bootstrappable
algorithms given by Gentry – being CPA and homomorphic for its own decryption and for some basic operations –we obtain an homomorphic encryption
scheme for an arbitrary function. This illustrates three important features of
our type system: the ability to encrypt decryption keys (which is also important for typing key establishment protocols); the use of CPA encryption despite
some chosen-ciphertext attacks; and an interesting instance of homomorphism
where the homomorphic function is itself a decryption.
Our type systems exclusively treat public-key encryptions. We believe that their
symmetric-key counterparts can be treated similarly.

Chapter 2
Programs in the World "Wild"
Web
In which we discuss essential sources of web vulnerabilities and some countermeasures

Problem Today’s web applications are a mix of existing online libraries and data
that are combined to write applications in a rapid and inexpensive manner. However,
this same flexibility together with the mix of heterogeneous technologies make the
task of programming secure web applications very complex. As web application
vulnerabilities are becoming widespread, web application developers are facing an
unprecedented need of tools to help smooth handling web vulnerabilities.
The Dream The web is a gigantic source of libraries and ready to use functionalities. The dream is to keep this without the nightmare of vulnerabilities that come
along it.

2.1

When the good becomes the evil

Web applications are distributed programs that share intrinsic characteristics such as
the server-client dichotomy, client execution in a browser, and specific programming
languages and internet protocols. In the following, we show characteristics of web
applications that distinguish them from other distributed programs and that, in my
opinion, are the essential source of the most popular web vulnerabilities.

2.1.1

Browsing the web, a dynamic experience

In contrast to other distributed applications, the model of execution of web applications does not start with different code installed in different nodes. Actually, the

2.1. WHEN THE GOOD BECOMES THE EVIL
whole code to be executed as part of the distributed application does not necessarily
even exist when the web application execution starts. Rather, only some of the nodes
(servers) contain code that dynamically generate the code for other nodes (clients).
When a client starts the execution of a web application from the browser, the server
“computes” the code which is to be sent to the client. This server computation
may use input data provided by the client to start the execution. This particular
characteristic of web applications -client code generated on-the-fly- represents a real
advantage to dynamically integrate, for example, data from a database into a web
page according to the selection of a client. This single characteristic highly improves
user’s experience and, for example, makes e-commerce applications possible. At the
same time, this single characteristic is enough for the existence of code injection
attacks. Code injections attacks (a.k.a. XSS attacks when the injection occurs on
the client) occur when the input data provided by the client is directly used by the
server to generate the client page (resp. a database query), without or with a wrong
sanitization. For the server, the input data is data but, if the input is malicious,
this data can be interpreted as code in the client (resp. as a query for the database
management system).
Example 9 (Code injection attack). The following server code is vulnerable to XSS
because the input name provided by the client is not sanitized:
< html >
< body >
Welcome <? php echo $_GET [ name ] ? >
</ body >
</ html >

If the server code is accessible via http: // www. example. com , then a malicious
client can use the following attack vector: http: // www. example. com? name=
’<script>alert( Hacked! )</script>’ and his script will be executed in the
client browser. This is the simplest and least dangerous form of XSS: in other
forms, the attacker can permanently store the attack vector to simultaneously attack
all the vulnerable server’s clients.
Code injection attacks (XSS, server, and other web injection attacks confused)
have consistently make it to the top of the most popular web vulnerabilities, such
as OWASP [OWA] top ten, through the years.

2.1.2

A giant source of resources

Since 2005, web applications have offered the potential to finally make widespread
software reuse a reality. Most of today web clients integrate code generated from one
main server and third-party code from several other servers. Client code generated in
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such a way is also known as a mashup. Code coming from the main server is called
the mashup integrator. Third-party code, often called gadget, may be untrusted
(since it is not generated by the main server). Third-party code in a mashup can
be included in two ways: either by using the script tag and granting access to all
the resources of the integrator, permitting to execute untrusted code with otherwise
impossible integrator privileges; or by using the iframe tag, in which case the gadget
is isolated.
Example 10 (Mashup built with the script tag). In the following mashup code, the
second script belongs to a third-party and untrusted server. Still, the gadget script
has been included with full privilege to access all webpage’s resources.
< html >
< body >
< div id = gadget_canvas > </ div >
< script src = " trusted . js " > </ script >
< script src = " http :// attacker . com / adservice . js " </ script >
</ body >
</ html >

The integrator calls methods or functions as interfaces to change the state of
the gadget. For example, the following is a code snippet (in the integrator script
trusted.js) to manipulate the untrusted gadget via interfaces:
var mydiv = document . getElementById ( " gadget_canvas " )
var instance = new gadget . newInstance (
mydiv , gadget . Type . SIMPLE );
instance . setLevel (9);

The gadget defines a global variable gadget to provide interfaces to the integrator.
The gadget.newInstance is used to create a new gadget instance that binds to
the div; and instance.setLevel is a method used to change state at the gadget
instance. Let us assume that the integrator stores a secret in global variable secret
and a global variable price holding certain information with an important integrity
requirement:
var secret = document . getElementById ( secret_input ());
var price = 42;

The secret flows to an untrusted source, and the price is modified at the gadget’s
will if the gadget code adservice.js contains the following code:
var steal ;
steal = secret ;
price = 0;

2.1. WHEN THE GOOD BECOMES THE EVIL
If the gadget adservice.js is isolated using the iframe tag with a different origin,
variables secret and price cannot be directly accessed by the gadget. However, by
using the iframe tag, the interface of the gadget for the integrator, object gadget,
cannot be directly accessed neither. This poses a problem for the functionality of the
mashup.
Mashup programmers are challenged to provide flexible functionality even if the
code consumer is not willing to trust third-party code that mashups utilize. Unfortunately, programmers often choose to include third-party code using the script tag
and resign to security in the name of functionality.

2.1.3

Infinite clients, or almost

HTTP is the most widely used communication protocol in web applications. One
important detail regarding HTTP is that it is stateless: the server does not retain any
information or status after responding to an HTTP request. This stateless design
has been historically important for scalability1 : it allows the server to handle a high
number of client requests without the need to dynamically allocate storage for each
conversation. The stateless nature of HTTP imposes other ways to keep state in
conversations between a client and a server, a.k.a. sessions. Currently, a common
way to add state in sessions is the use of cookies which are permanently stored in
the client while the session is active. Cookies are usually created by the server, and
starting from their creation, cookies are automatically sent from the client to the
server with each HTTP request. Whenever the server receives a cookie, it learns
information on the session, including for example if the user has correctly logged
in in the past. The server learns that a session with that client is active. Fully
relying on cookies to implement sessions and storing them only on the client opens
up a single point of failure in order to attack a web session (e.g. change the sense
of conversations between client and servers). Not surprisingly, cookies are often the
target of web applications attacks, such as XSS, which often aim at stealing the
(session) cookies.
Example 11 (Cookie stealing attack vector). An attacker who is able to inject code
or who can rightfully execute code because his code is included with the script tag,
can steal cookies via the following line of code:
window . location = " http :// attacker . com ? cookie = " + document . cookie ;

The browser process of automatically sending the cookie to the server is also the
target of attacks, such as cross-site request forgery or XSRF, which aim at using the
power of a session cookie without even stealing it.
1

It is unclear that the stateless design remains important for scalability today.
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Example 12 (XSRF attack). If a user is logged in a service vulnerable to XSRF
and he visits a site http://attacker.com from the attacker with the following code
< html >
< body >
< img src = " http :// vulnerable . com / MyAccount ? NewState = Hacked "
width = " 1 " height = " 1 " / >
</ body >
</ html >

(Alternatively, the attacker may inject the above img tag into the user’s webpage.) When parsing the img tag, the browser tries to load an image (that doesn’t
need to exist and that remains invisible to the user since it is a 1 pixel image) from
the vulnerable server, sending an HTTP request to it. Since the browser automatically sends the session cookie with the HTTP request to keep the state, the server
interprets that the request comes from an authentic user (instead of coming from
http://attacker.com) willing to change the state of his account.

2.1.4

JavaScript: programming for the masses

JavaScript (which was officially called LiveScript in the beginning and it is now officially called ECMAScript [ECM]) was designed to allow non expert programmers
to quickly write code to assemble different components in web pages. It was created
in 10 days2 . Since then, JavaScript has become the most widely used programming
language for client web applications and, currently, it is one of the only two languages natively supported by all major web browsers. At first sight, JavaScript code
looks simple and intuitive. However JavaScript is a complex programming language
with a large specification full of corner cases [ECM, MMT08, GSK10, BCF+ 14] and
often written in an event-driven style [KHFS09, BS14]. This complexity has misled
programmers to unintentionally develop vulnerable code. We show an example 3
that was the base of the attack to Facebook reported in [MMT09].
Example 13 (Insecure JavaScript code that seems secure). The following function
is meant to forbid the access to property “secret” of the window global object:
function accessControl ( prop ){
if ( prop === " secret " )
{ return " Access forbidden " ; }
else {
return window [ prop ]; }
}
2
3

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
This example was inspired by a talk of Shridam Krishnamurthi in 2011, Sophia Antipolis.

2.2. NONINTERFERENCE FOR JAVASCRIPT AND WEB APIS
If this access control function is called for each property access, does this function
make its job to forbid the access to secret? The answer is No. In JavaScript, object
property names must be strings but they can be computed dynamically. For instance,
one can inspect the content of a property p of an object o by writing o[e] where e
is an expression that dynamically evaluates to p. Thus, a possible attack vector (an
input prop provided with the goal of accessing “secret” without authorization) is the
following object defined in variable attack:
attack = { toString : function (){ return " secret " }}

The attack vector defines an object with a property called toString. It turns out
that JavaScript also possesses a native function called toSring and that, as stated in
the ECMAScript specification, this function is implicitly invoked whenever a value,
as parameter of an access, is not a string. In a call to accessControl(attack), the
conditional evaluates to false because attack is not of the same type as the string
“secret” (attack is of a different type, object). Hence, the access window[attack]
evaluates to window[“secret”]: attack is first subjected to an implicit call to
toString. According to JavaScript scoping rules, the toString function that executes is the one defined in the attack object, which finally evaluates to “secret”.

2.2

Noninterference for JavaScript and web APIs

Some popular attacks on the web can be modeled as an instance of the more general
problem of information flow [JJLS10]. For example if a cookie, which is considered
confidential, is sent to (or flows to) a web server considered malicious, the cookie
stealing attack (see Sect.2.1.3) is caused by an insecure information flow, which is
not controled, in the web application.
Having long been studied in the literature [SM03, SS09], information flow policies
provide the mathematical foundation for reasoning precisely about the information
flows that take place during the execution of a program.
Information flow policies can be statically or dynamically enforced. Currently,
five main techniques have been proposed for dynamic information flow enforcement: no-sensitive-upgrade [Zda02], permissive-upgrade [AF10], hybrid monitors
[LGBJS06], secure multi-execution [DP10], and multiple facets [AF12].
We have evaluated the applicability of the no-sensitive-upgrade technique to
real-world web client-side code: we have proposed the first compiler [Tool:Iflowsig]
that instruments JavaScript code to inline an information flow monitor based on
the no-sensitive-upgrade technique. The compiler is defined for a (large) subset
of JavaScript [19] and the DOM API [18], and it can be modularly extended to
other APIs [21]. The compiler is sound with respect to the information flow policy
of noninterference, a policy that strictly forbids any flow of information between
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resources belonging to different classes of confidentiality classifications. For example,
if a cookie is classified as confidential, the execution of a compiled program will
only go through if the cookie is never sent to a server without the clearance to see
confidential data; otherwise, the constraints inlined in the program by the compiler
will cause it to diverge.
We have recently built a taxonomy of the main dynamic information flow
enforcement techniques according to the properties of transparency and soundness [24, 25], concluding that secure multi-execution and multiple facets, and hybrids
of those [NFR+ 18], are the techniques with greater transparency and stronger guarantees.
On one hand, the use of purely dynamic mechanisms comes at the cost of a much
lower performance compared to the original code [DDNP12]. On the other hand,
the dynamic aspects of JavaScript constrain the use of purely static analyses to
language subsets (that exclude commonly used features) or to over-approximations
with an unacceptable (to be applicable in practice) precision loss.
Example 14 (Sources of JavaScript static analyses imprecision). The dynamic computation of property names (see Example 13) is one of the major sources of imprecision of static analyses for JavaScript [MT09]. To better understand why that is
the case, consider the following program:
o = {};
o . secret = secret_input ();
o . public = public_input ();
public = o [ f ()]

This program creates an object o that has a secret property secret assigned to a
secret input obtained via the function secret_input, and a public property public
assigned to public inputs obtained through the function public_input. The program
assigns the value of one of the properties o the public variable public. The actual
property whose value is assigned to public is determined by the return value of f.
When f returns the string "secret", the program assigns a secret value to public,
and the execution is insecure. On the other hand, when f returns jsinline"public",
the program assigns a public value to public and the execution is secure. However,
it may be the case that f never returns "secret". If this is so, the execution is
always secure and, therefore, the program can be considered secure. But, in order
to detect this case, an analysis would have to predict the dynamic behaviour of the
function f, which is, in general, undecidable.
We have proposed a general hybrid analysis to statically verify secure information
flow in JavaScript. Following the hybrid typing motto “static analysis where possible
with dynamic checks where necessary" [Fla06], we are able to reduce the runtime
overhead introduced by purely dynamic analyses without excluding dynamic field
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operations. In fact, our analysis can handle some of the most challenging JavaScript
features, such as prototype-based inheritance, extensible objects, and constructs for
checking the existence of object properties. Its key ingredient is an internal boundary
statement inspired by work in inter-language interoperability [MF09]. The static
component of our analysis wraps program regions that cannot be precisely verified
inside an internal boundary statement instead of rejecting the whole program. This
boundary statement identifies the regions of the program that must be verified at
runtime -which may be as small as a single statement- and enables the initial set up
required by the dynamic analysis. In summary, the proposed boundary statement
allows the semantics to effortlessly interleave the execution of statically verified code
with the execution of code that must be verified at runtime.
Previous analyses for enforcing security properties in JavaScript, such as that
of [MT09], have chosen to restrict the targeted language subset, excluding dynamic
field operations. In contrast, we account for the use of these operations by verifying
them at runtime. When verifying a statement containing a dynamic field operation, the static analysis wraps it inside a boundary statement. For instance, in the
program of Example 14, the last assignment is re-written as
@monitor(@type_env, @pc, @ret, public = o[f ()])
where the first three arguments of the monitor statement are used for the setup
of the runtime analysis. All the other statements, which do not contain dynamic
field operations, are fully statically verified for noninterference according to the
programmer specified security policy4 and, therefore, left unchanged.
A prototype of the proposed analysis is available online [Tool:Iflowtypes].

2.3

Browser security

Modern browsers implement different specifications to securely fetch and integrate
content. One widely used specification to protect content is the Same Origin Policy
(SOP) [SOP]. SOP allows developers to isolate untrusted content from a different
origin. If an iframe’s content is loaded from a different origin, SOP controls the access to the embedder resources (see Section 2.1.2). In particular, no script inside the
iframe can access content of the embedder page. However, if the iframe’s content is
loaded from the same origin as the embedder page, there are no privilege restrictions
w.r.t. the embedder resources. In such a case, a script executing inside the iframe
can access content of the embedder webpage. Scripts are considered trusted and the
4

As property names can be dynamically computed, it is not realistic to expect the programmer
to always know which properties are going to be dynamically created. To account for this issue, we
introduced security types that allow for the policy specification of a default security type [Thi05]
for all the properties of an object not known a priori.
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iframe becomes transparent from a developer view point. A more recent specification
to protect content in webpages is the Content Security Policy (CSP) [SSM10]. The
primary goal of CSP is to mitigate XSS attacks. CSP allows developers to specify,
among other features, trusted domain sources from which to fetch content. One
of the most important features of CSP, is to allow a web application developer to
whitelist trusted JavaScript sources. This kind of restriction is meant to permit
execution of only trusted code and thus prevent untrusted code to access content of
the page.
We have reported on a problem with CSP [30] and its interplay with the SOP
policy: CSP does not take into consideration the page’s context, that is its embedder or embedded iframes. In particular, CSP is unable to protect content of
its corresponding page if the page embeds (using the src attribute) an iframe of
the same origin. The CSP policy of a page will not be applied to an embedded
iframe. However, due to SOP, the iframe has complete access to the content of
its embedder. We analysed 1 million pages from the top 10,000 Alexa sites and
found that 5.29% of sites contain some pages with CSPs.We have identified that in
94% of cases, CSP may be violated in presence of the document.domain API and in
23.5% of cases CSP may be violated without any assumptions. During our study, we
also identified a divergence among browsers implementations in the enforcement of
CSP [WBV15] in sandboxed iframes embedded with srcdoc, which actually reveals
an inconsistency between the CSP and HTML5 sandbox attribute specification for
iframes. (We have made publicly available the dataset that we used for our results
in http://webstats.inria.fr/?cspviolations. We have installed an automatic
crawler to recover the same dataset every month to repeat the experiment taking
into account the time variable.) Other fundamental problems have been reported
with CSP [Joh14, SCB16, WSLJ16]: perhaps the most surprising of these problems
is that the whitelisting mechanism of CSP simply doesn’t work [WSLJ16] since
real-world deployments result in bypasses in 94.72 % of all distinct CSP policies.
More effective solutions for browser security have been proposed5 .
Secure Multi-Execution (SME) [DP10], one of the dynamic mechanisms mentioned in Section 2.2 [24, 25, NFR+ 18], is a precise and general information flow
control mechanism that was implemented in FlowFox [DDNP12], a browser that
extends Mozilla Firefox. FlowFox supports powerful security policies without compromising compatibility. SME multi executes programs, in a blackbox manner, as
many times as security levels in a lattice. The essence of the SME mechanism [DP10]
can be described by the following (extremely simplified) rule:

5

Unfortunately, in an ongoing study, we notice that they [WSLJ16, SCB16, CRB17] are not yet
widely adopted in practice.
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(P, [l : vl, h : vh]) ⇓ [l : vlH , h : vhH ]
(P, [l : vl, h : 0]) ⇓ [l : vlL , h : vhL ]
(P, [l : vl, h : vh]) ⇓SM E [l : vlL , h : vhH ]
In this rule, P is a program, in some language with a semantics given by the
relation ⇓, and [l : vl, h : vh] is an initial memory which maps a public variable l
to value vl and a secret variable h to value vh. We assume only two confidentiality
levels defining public and secret views. In order to evaluate P in the SME semantics
⇓SM E , the program is executed twice. The first execution corresponds to the normal
execution of the program using its own semantics ⇓ and initial memory [l : vl, h : vh].
It computes the secret view in variable h. The second execution is modified: it also
uses the normal semantics but the value of the secret variable h has been modified to
be the dummy value 0. It computes the public view in variable l. Finally, the result of
the SME evaluation is a memory where variable h, corresponding to the secret view,
is assigned to the value vhH of the normal execution, and variable l, corresponding
to the public view, is assigned to the value vlL of the modified execution. Since
the value offered to the public view is computed without any secrets (secret h has
been reset to a dummy value 0), program P is trivially noninterferent. (Notice
that the simplified rule does not take termination into account. The original SME
paper is shown to enforce a stronger property considering termination. However, in
a recent paper [NPR18], we identify some inconsistencies regarding termination in
the original SME soundness theorem.)
Example 15 (SME in practice). The following JavaScript code implements a simple
key logger. It installs an event handler to monitor key presses, and leaks every
keystroke to hacker.com. It does this by encoding the character code of the key in
an image URL and asking the browser to fetch that URL.
var url = ’ http :// attacker . com /?= ’;
window . onkeypress = function ( e ) {
var leak = e . charCode ;
new Image (). src = url + leak ;
}

Potential leaks by running this code are prevented in FlowFox: by means of the SME
mechanism only dummy values will be sent to attacker.com.
Unfortunately, strict noninterference breaks some functionality that is important
for the web today.
Example 16 (Need for more relaxed security policies). Consider the following simple variant of web analytics: a web-based application that wants to analyse which
keyboard shortcuts are commonly used. It is common practice on the web to include
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third party analytics scripts to gather such information. For this use case, there is no
need to know in what order keys were pressed nor how many times a particular key
was pressed, only whether a certain key was pressed at least once during the interaction with the web application. Releasing such limited information poses negligible
security risks, and can be considered acceptable and even useful in many situations.
The following script sends this minimal amount of information to analytic.com.
This is a simple example of a very broad set of practices on the web today, where
third party web analytics companies monitor application usage and gather statistics
(such as mouse heat maps or the geographical spread of users).
var d = 0 , url = ’ http :// analytic . com /?= ’;
window . onkeypress = function ( e ) {
if ( e . charCode == 101) d = 1; }
window . onunload = function () {
$ . ajax ( url + d ); }

Another example where strict information flow control breaks functionality is
when the labelling of incoming information is too coarse grained. For instance,
when cookies are marked as confidential to defend against XSS (see Example 9),
also non-sensitive information stored in cookies (such as the preferred language) is
no longer accessible to low observers, and this can break script functionality.
The original SME mechanism does not distinguish between the malicious key
logger from Example 15 and the useful benign script from Example 16: both scripts
leak private information (key presses) to network servers. It does neither support
a fine grained approach to label incoming event information: events are either high
or low. What is needed to support such scenarios is some form of declassification:
a policy should specify what kind of aggregate, derived, or partial information is
safe to release to low observers. We have proposed stateful declassification policies [20] for event-driven programs such as JavaScript applications, and developed
an enforcement mechanism for these policies on top of the existing SME mechanism [DP10, DDNP12]. Our declassification policies are based on relaxed noninterference, a particularly expressive approach proposed by Li and Zdancewic [LZ05].
This kind of declassification enforces a notion of relaxed noninterference by allowing
programmers to specify policies that capture the intended manner in which public
information can be computed from private data.
The essence of the declassification SME mechanism [20] can be described by the
following (extremely simplified) rule:
(P, [l : vl, h : vh]) ⇓ [l : vlH , h : vhH ]
v = declassify(vh)
(P, [l : vl, h : v]) ⇓ [l : vlL , h : vhH ]
(P, [l : vl, h : vh]) ⇓declassify [l : vlL , h : vhH ]
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In this new SME rule, the execution is parameterized by a declassification function
given by the programmer as the definition of declassify. In contrast to the original
SME, the execution of the public view doesn’t use a dummy value as the value for
h. Instead h is given a value computed by declassify and depending on the secret
value vh. In the program of Example 16, the declassification function could state
that if e.charCode is equal to 101 then the result of declassify(e.charCode) is 101
otherwise the result is the dummy value 0. (As described in the paper [20], in more
complex scenarios, a programmer annotation is required to indicate when to use the
declassified value.) An implementation of the new SME mechanism is available as
an extension to FlowFox [DDNP12].

Declassification in other settings: We have also studied [27] the support of
relaxed noninterference by exploiting the familiar notion of type abstraction. Type
abstraction in programming languages manifests in different ways; we specifically
adopt the setting of object-oriented programming, where object types are interfaces,
i.e. the set of methods available to the client of an object, and type abstraction is
driven by subtyping. For instance, the empty interface type -the root of the subtyping hierarchy- denotes an object that hides all its attributes, which intuitively
coincides with secret data, while the interface that coincides with the implementation type of an object exposes all of them, which coincides with public data. Our key
observation is that any interface in between these two extremes denotes declassification opportunities. In [?], we propose a method to modularly extend type systems
and soundness proofs of strict information flow policies to enforce declassification.
As a case study of the method, we extended the noninterference type system for
the Java Virtual Machine that was developed during my PhD [17] (and extended
for concurrency in [3, 8]) to enforce a declassification policy called Non-disclosure
[MB09]. We conjecture that the same technique could be used to modularly extend the noninterference proof of the JavaScript hybrid type system described in
Section 2.2. We have also studied declassification and access control [10] in the
context of session types [HYC08], which are types for protocols. Our type system
ensures secure information flow in typable protocols, including controlled forms of
declassification. In particular, the type system prevents leaks that could result from
an unrestricted use of session opening, selection, branching and delegation. We illustrate the use of our type system with a number of examples, which reveal an
interesting interplay between our typing constraints and those used in session types
to ensure properties like communication safety and session fidelity.
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2.4

Confused Deputy Attacks

We have formally examined confused deputy attacks (CDAs) [Har88] in [26]. A
CDA is a privilege escalation attack where a deputy (a trusted system component)
can act on both its own authority and on an adversary’s authority. In a CDA, the
deputy is confused because it thinks that it is acting on its own authority when in
reality it is acting on an attacker’s authority. XSRF (see Example 12), FTP bounce
attacks [CER] and clickjacking [HMW+ 12] are all prevalent examples of CDAs.
It is widely known that access control alone is insufficient to prevent CDAs and
it is known that the use of capabilities prevents (at least some) CDAs. (In the
same work, we formally show that access control and capabilities are fundamentally
different: the access control semantics is strictly more permissive than the capability
one.). We provide [26] the first formal definition of when a program is free from
CDAs. Our definition is extensional and is inspired by information flow integrity
[LMZ03], but we show that CDA-freedom is strictly weaker than information flow
integrity. We formally establish that, perhaps surprisingly, capability semantics
is not enough to ensure CDA-freedom. We investigate alternate approaches for
CDA prevention with fewer restrictions. Similar to the work in [DMAC14], our
approaches rely on provenance tracking (taint tracking).

Chapter 3
To be or not to be
privacy-compliant
In which we discuss some security mechanisms for privacy and conclude that completely
effective mechanisms for privacy compliance do not exist, but they should

Problem: I adhere here to the view of Saltzer and Schroeder [SS75] and other
authors [AEG+ 17] to define privacy: The term “privacy” denotes a socially defined
ability of an individual (or organization) to determine whether, when, and to whom
personal (or organizational) information is to be released. Saltzer and Schroeder
took “security” to refer to mechanisms for controlling the release or modification of
information. The research in privacy can thus be divided in: (i) defining the means to
allow individuals or organizations to define privacy policies and (ii) defining security
mechanisms to enforce those policies. In this chapter, we are concerned with the
latter problem: the definition of correct security mechanisms to enforce privacy
policies.
Dream: Individuals and organizations will have the ability to determine their
privacy policies and computer systems will correctly implement security mechanisms
to accordingly comply with these policies.

3.1

Anonymity versus robustness

A common privacy policy is anonymity. Anonymity refers to the ability of an individual to determine that her actions should not be linked to her identity. These kind
of privacy policies are formalized as anonymity properties [HM08, DLL12] and the
security mechanisms that permit the compliance with these properties are known as
anonymous protocols [Cha88].
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Anonymity and robustness are essential properties of anonymous protocols1 . Robustness ensures that messages reach their recipients uncorrupted and, together,
anonymity and robustness ensure that protocols achieve their purported goal.
There is a large body of literature on developing protocols that achieve the desired level of privacy, and on providing quantitative measures of privacy to evaluate
the relative strength of a specific protocol or to compare the strengths of two protocols [SD02, DSCP02, DLL12]. In contrast, existing definitions of robustness are
scarce, and may not enforce intuitive guarantees. We have contributed to this area
by providing a systematic study of the level of robustness provided by existing protocols [9]. Our goal is to define, analyze, and compare different notions of robustness
for anonymity protocols, using the tools of modern cryptography. The definitions
provide precise definitions of robustness that guarantee that corrupt participants
will only have limited impact on the set of exchanged messages. The definitions
are global, i.e. they abstract away from the internal details of the protocols; more
concretely, the definitions compare the set of messages that are sent by participants
and the set of messages that reach their recipients. The global character of our
definitions makes them intuitive, and applicable to a variety of settings. Our robustness notions also allow us to rigorously analyze (using provable cryptography)
different protocols on the same bases, as for example mixnet-based anonymous channels where the underlying mixnet does not provide strong correctness guarantees.
Furthermore, our definitions fit well with practical anonymous channels (e.g. Tor
[DMS04]) where correctness guarantees do not hold with overwhelming probability.
Example 17 (A critical review of dining cryptographers). In some cases, the existent ad-hoc correctness notions may fail to achieve the expected guarantees. To
explain this important point, we consider the short dining cryptographers protocol of
Golle and Juels (DC-Nets) [GJ04] for which an ad-hoc notion of robustness has been
developed. We give here a high level description of the protocol, omitting technical
issues that are not relevant to explain their notion of robustness.
The protocol heavily relies on zero knowledge proofs of knowledge
(ZKPoK) [GMR89]. In a nutshell, such proofs allow a prover (who possesses
some piece of secret information) to convince a verifier of the veracity of a
statement S, without revealing anymore information except for the validity of S.
The protocol proceeds as follows.
1. Prior to running the protocol, all n participants are allocated a different slot
between 1 and n;
1

The importance of robustness in voting protocols was illustrated in our paper [9] by a fraudulous election regarding the Godfather [God]. Gilles Barthe wrote that example. As part of her
work, the current author was obliged to watch that movie in order to write the paper.
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2. Each participant emits a vector of n elements that contains special values except for the one position singled out by the slot allocation protocol. In this slot
the participant places his ”vote” multiplied by another special value. An adversary cannot see the difference between a special value and a vote multiplied
by a special value. These special n − 1 values satisfy properties that participants must prove using a ZKPoK proof. In addition, each participant must
prove that she has at least n − 1 special values in her vector (so to prevent
participants to vote twice, for example);
3. In order to count votes, each participant validates the vectors of all other participants by using ZKPoK tests. All vectors that do not pass the tests are
considered dishonest and are discarded. For each dishonest vector, a new valid
vector, with a “blank vote”, is generated, for example using threshold cryptography [Ped91];
4. Once all vectors are validated, they are all multiplied. By properties of the special values, multiplication of all positions will “magically” cancel out, leaving
a vector that contains the messages of the participants in clear.
Without the ZKPoK proofs, the correctness guarantees of the protocol would be very
low, as a corrupt participant could garble the messages of others by emitting a vector
that contains trash on all positions except the one provided to him by the slot allocation protocol. Thus, the ZKPoK tests are essential to guarantee the correctness of
the protocol. Indeed, Golle and Juels [GJ04] define correctness of DC-nets in terms
of the (in-) ability of a corrupted participant to generate an invalid vector that will
pass the ZKPoK tests. This definition of correctness is tied to the protocol phase
in which the ZKPoK tests are performed, and it follows directly from the definition of ZKPoK schemes. One shortcoming of this definition of correctness is that
it is intimately tied to the implementation of the cryptographic mechanisms used by
a protocol, and that it does not provide end users abstract, protocol independent,
guarantees.
Giving a correctness property of the protocol, a natural question then is: what
does it imply? What are the robustness guarantees for the protocol? Does the correctness property entail that every message will be considered, or that every vote will
be counted as expressed in the ballot? The answer is No. For example, the definition
of correctness of DC-Nets does not rule out a dishonest participant from emitting
a valid vector that passes all ZKPoK tests and still prevents from accounting some
bids or votes. One may wonder whether we can still claim that the DC-nets protocol
is robust? In [9], we propose a stronger version of the protocol that is fit for being
used in an election with robustness guarantees.
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Rigorous definitions While the notion of robustness had been considered elsewhere in the particular contexts of various anonymity mechanisms, the individual occurrences use ad-hoc interpretations for robustness. The correctness of an
anonymity protocol can be measured by comparing the initial messages with the
~ and
output messages. Consider a run of the protocol P with initial messages M
~ Note that some initial messages M
~ may not
outputting the delivered messages S.
~ as a result of messages being lost, interappear in the set of delivered messages S,
cepted, or tampered. Conversely, some of the messages delivered may not be in the
set of original messages, as they may have been forged by corrupt participants or
may be the result of tampering some message that was in the initial set (think for
example of a corrupt participant who garbles all messages in his power). In the worst
case where no appropriate measure is taken to guarantee robustness, corrupt participants may be able to force that all honest participants may be prevented to publish
their messages, and all published messages originate from corrupt participants or
have been tampered. This suggests two measures for robustness: the first one, which
we call communication robustness, simply measures the number of messages from
honest participants that are found in the result of the protocol, i.e. in the final vector of messages. The second one, which we call interference robustness, quantifies
the ability of corrupt participants to prevent honest participants from publishing
their messages while publishing themselves their own messages, or more generally
inducing the publication of spurious messages. Informally, interference robustness
intends to capture the intuition that in some protocols, like those based on DC-nets
[Cha88, GJ04], corrupt participants must choose between publishing their message,
or tampering (hence in some cases invalidating) a message by a honest participant.
On the one hand, the communication robustness of the protocol is measured by
~ ∩ S|.
~ Interference robustness of the protocol, on the other hand, is measured by
|M
~ ∆S|
~ where ∆ denotes the symmetric difference between two multisets.
|M
A crucial feature of our definitions is that they are independent of the particular
network topology and communication model. Indeed, our definitions of robustness
are expressed only in terms of the input/output relation of the protocol, and thus
are meaningful without having to specify the particular network topology and communication model. Obviously, this is not to say that the robustness of particular
anonymity mechanisms can be analyzed independently of the underlying infrastructure: indeed, these details need to be spelled out and taken into account when
analyzing the robustness of particular anonymity mechanisms.
Analysis of existing mechanisms We demonstrate that our definitions are
very general through several examples where we quantify the robustness of existent anonymity mechanisms. The particular protocols are quite different and are intended for different scenarios. Specifically, we consider Tor [DMS04], Crowds [RR98],
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a broadcast protocols using mix-nets ([PIK93, JJ01, FS01, Wik04]), and DCnets [GJ04]. Our analyses let us conclude that for equal numbers of participants
n and corrupt participants t, Mix Networks [PIK93, JJ01] guarantee the maximum
communication robustness: this is n-t messages will be correctly delivered. This
is the best possible communication robustness for n participants where t are corrupt. Our analyses also allowed us to quantify how the communication robustness
of Tor [DMS04] depends on the probability of finding corrupted routers in the path
of a message. Moreover we compared the different protocols as for the ability of
a malicious sender to tamper with the message sent by an honest party in undetectable ways, i.e. interference robustness. The best possible interference robustness
is 0. None of the analysed protocol satisties that. However, Mix Networks offer the
stronger guarantees for interference robustness together with the stronger version of
DC-Nets that we propose [9].

3.2

Privacy in web applications

Third-party services bring value to the web by enabling the trivial integration of
advertisements, analytics, social networks, etc. At the same time, third-party services give rise to privacy concerns [MM12]. Indeed, third-party services can identify
a user through different websites and collect this information for diverse commercial
aims, without the user’s consent. This ability to identify users is known as web
tracking and is implemented via numerous technologies such as third-party cookies, HTML5 local storage, browser cache, device fingerprinting, etc. Current web
tracking practices often leave users unable to determine to whom their browsing
history is to be released. In order to empower users located in the European Union,
a new regulation will come into action in 2018, the EU ePrivacy Regulation. This
regulation will make website owners liable for third-party tracking that takes place
in their websites. The penalties for non-compliance are up to 20 million euros or
more2 . In order to comply with the ePrivacy Regulation, website owners can either
trust their third-party service not to track users, or exclude any third-party services,
thus trading functionality for privacy. We have proposed a (partial) solution [29] for
first-party servers that wish to comply with the ePrivacy Regulation without trading
functionality. Our solution is based on the automatic rewriting of web applications
in such a way that the third party requests are redirected to a trusted web server,
with a different domain than the main site. A trusted server is needed so that the
user’s browser will treat all redirected requests as third party requests, like in the
original web application. The trusted server automatically eliminates third-party
tracking cookies and other technologies.
2

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EPrivacy_Regulation_(European_Union)
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Figure 3.1: Privacy-Preserving Web Architecture
Figure 3.1 provides an overview of our web application architecture, that introduces two new components that are fully controlled by the website owner:
Rewrite Server The goal of the Rewrite Server is to rewrite the original content of
the requested webpages in such a way that all third party requests will be redirected
to the Middle Party Server. It consists of three main components: static HTML
rewriter for HTML pages, static CSS rewriter and JavaScript injection component.
Into each webpage, we inject a JavaScript code that insures that all the dynamically
generated third party content is redirected to the Middle Party Server.
HTML and CSS Rewriter rewrites the URLs of static third party contents embedded in original web pages and CSS files in order to redirect them to
the Middle Party Server. For example, the URL of a third-party script source
http://third.com/script.js is written so that it is instead fetched through the
Middle Party Server: http://middle.com/?src=http://third.com/script.js.
JavaScript Injection. The Rewrite Server also injects a script in an original
webpage, that controls APIs used to inject dynamic contents. This injected script
rewrites third party contents which are dynamically injected in webpages after they
are rendered on the client-side.
A Content Security Policy (CSP) [WBV15] is injected in the response header
for each webpage in order to prevent third parties from bypassing the rewriting and
redirection to the Middle Party Server.
Middle Party The main goal of the Middle Party is to proxy the requests and responses between browsers and third-parties in order to remove tracking information
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exchanged between them.
In-Context Contents are scripts, images, etc.
Since a third party
script from http://third.com/script.js is rewritten by the Rewrite Server to
http://middle.com/?src=http://third.com/script.js, it is fetched through
the Middle Party Server. When the middle party receives such a request URL
from the browser, it takes the following steps. Remove Tracking from request
that are set by the browser as HTTP headers. Among those headers are Cookie,
Etag, If-Modified-Since, Cache-Control, Referer. Next, it makes a request to the
third party in order to get the content of the script http://third.com/script.js.
Remove Tracking from response returned by the third-party. The headers that
the third party may send are Set-Cookie, Etag, Last-Modified, Cache-Control. CSS
Rewriter rewrites the response if the content is a CSS file. Finally, the response is
returned back to the browser.
Cross-context contents are iframes, links, popups, etc. For instance, a
third party iframe from http://third.com/page.html is rewritten to http://
middle.com/?emb=http://third.com/page.html.
When the Middle Party
Server receives such a request URL from the browser, it takes the following actions: URL Rewriting: instead of fetching directly the content of
http://third.com/page.html, the Middle Party Server generates a content in
which it puts the URL of the third party content as a hyperlink. <a href
= "http://third.com/page.html" rel = "noreferrer noopener"></a>. The
most important part of this content is in the rel attribute value. Therefore,
noreferrer noopener instructs the browser not the send the Referer header when
the link http://third.com/page.html is followed client-side. JavaScript injection module adds a script to the content so that the link gets automatically followed
once the response is rendered by the browser. Once the link is followed, the browser
fetches the third party content directly on the third party server, without going
through the Middle Party server anymore. Nonetheless, it does not include the Referer header for identifying the website. Therefore, the document.referrer API also
returns an empty string inside the iframe context. This prevents it from identifying
the website.
This work does not address stateless tracking3 and, as January 2018, has not
been formally proven to deliver privacy guarantees. A prototype implementation
can be found in [?].

3

Stateless tracking refers to the identification of users by means of properties about the browser.
The detection of such kind of web tracking is much more challenging than other more standard
tracking based on stateful technologies such as cookies.

Chapter 4
Security of compiled programs
In which we show that, as in tango, it takes two to secure programming: a program written
in a high level language must be secure as well as its low level implementation

Problem High level languages offer abstractions to the programmer. However,
for security goals, the only important program is the one that executes. The problem is that program abstractions may hold security guarantees at a high level but
implementations may not preserve the same guarantees after compilation.
The Dream For there to be any hope of building secure and correct programs,
developers need to understand on what program’s behaviour they can rely on. In
an ideal world programs would be written using languages with a mathematically
precise semantics. These languages would provide simple abstractions to specify behaviour and security requirements and those requirements would be met by compiler
implementations.

4.1

Breaking abstractions

High level programming languages allow the programmer to reason about programs
using simple abstractions. After the program is written, it is compiled; but ... Can
you trust your compiler? This is the first sentence of the paper describing the major
effort -up-to-date- in the area of compiler correctness, CompCert, a C compiler fully
verified for correctness [Ler06]. Compiler correctness stipulates that the compiled
code should behave as prescribed by the semantics of the source program, thus
preserving every trace property of the source code. Hence, you can trust CompCert
to preserve the behaviour of source programs. Yet, we can refine the question and
ask about a correct compiler: Can you trust your compiler to preserve security
properties? Even if the compiler is correct, this question might not have the same
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answer as the first one. The reason is that compiler correctness guarantees that trace
properties are preserved, but often, security properties are hyperproperties [CS10,
CC08] and include more than a trace at the time, shaping (partial) equivalences
between programs traces. Thus, in order to positively answer the second question,
not only we need a correct compiler but also a secure one, that is, a compiler
that preserves security properties. Although the area of secure compilation is not
new [Aba98, AFG98], several fairly recent efforts exist towards the study and the
development of secure compilers (see [CSH09, DPPK17, SP16b, JHdA+ 16] to cite
just a few). In the following subsections, I describe a few efforts which belong to my
research.
Unfortunately, a correct and secure compiler is still not enough to guarantee the
security of compiled code. This has been violently attested by striking recent news
on the Spectre and Meltdown attacks [Spe]: breaking programming abstractions can
also be the fault of hardware inconsistencies with the stipulated low level semantics.

4.2

Secure distributed abstractions

In a distributed system values are shared and computed by programs at different
locations. This requires attention to many implementation details such as the preservation of invariants of shared values, the implementation of the desired control flow
between distributed programs, the preservation of control-flow integrity, and for robustness against malicious networks and active adversaries, cryptographic protocols
to protect information and cryptographic key exchanges. Each of the mentioned
implementation details requires the programmer expert knowledge without which
programming distributed systems can be prone to incorrect and insecure implementations.
In particular, when considering the integrity and confidentiality of information,
the verification of distributed programs entangles different aspects of system implementations, ranging from application-level information-flow control down to cryptographic algorithms and communication protocols. We have studied secure compilers [5, 7, 13] that implement security abstractions based on information flow
security. Technically, this involves the integration between language-based security
and protocol verification techniques.
As partly described in Chapter 2, in information flow security, confidentiality
and integrity policies are specified using security labels, equipped with a partial
order that describes permitted flows of information.Security labels associated to
program variables specify who can read from (confidentiality) and who can write
to (integrity) a given variable. The preservation of confidentiality and integrity
policies is expressed as noninterference properties, guaranteeing that the knowledge
of an adversary with limited access to variables is not augmented by any program
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execution.
We consider cryptographic enforcement mechanisms for confidentiality and integrity in distributed programs. Our security model accounts for active adversaries,
represented as untrusted (or unknown) parts of the program that may change unprotected memory during execution. The resulting programs may represent, for
instance, distributed systems connected by some untrusted network, or untrusted
machines containing protected subsystems. According to the program semantics,
security depends on an abstract read/write policy for accessing shared memory. In
their cryptographic implementation, shared memory is unprotected, and security
depends instead on encryption and signing when accessing the shared memory.
Example 18 (A basic example). Consider two parties a and b that wish to perform
some computation securely by exchanging a series of messages over some untrusted
network. Using shared memory and imperative programs as distributed abstractions,
we may write for instance
_ ; (x := 1)a ; _ ; (if x = 1 then y := 2 else y := z)b ; _ ; (y := y + 1)a ; _
where the parentheses ( )a and ( )b indicate pieces of code that runs on behalf of
a and b, respectively, and where the placeholders _ stand for any untrusted code
that may run in-between. (This unknown, untrusted code represents some active
adversary.) In this example, we have three trusted pieces of code that share variables
x, y, and z and, if we assume that untrusted code cannot access these variables, we
would expect, for instance, that z remains secret and y = 3 at the end of any run.
To meet our expectations, a needs to securely pass x to b, then b needs to securely
pass y to a.
In a less abstract setting, such flows of information between shared variables may
involve communication over untrusted channels. We model these communications
using untrusted shared memory, that is, memory that can be read and written by
active adversaries, with some adequate encryption and signing. For example, we
may use variables xe , xs and ye , ys to pass the encrypted values and signatures for
x and y, respectively, and the second command
(if x = 1 then y := 2 else y := z)b
may be implemented as
if V(xe , xs , kv ) then (
x0e := xe ; xb := D(x0e , kd );
if xb = 1 then y b := 2 else y b := z b ;
ye0 := E(y b , ke ); ys := S(ye , ks ); ye := ye0 )
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where, in order to read x out of its wire format xe , xs , the code first verifies (V) the
signature then performs a decryption (D) to extract a local copy of x into xb ; and,
conversely, for writing y, the code first encrypts (E) its updated local copy y b and
then signs (S) the encrypted value.
This implementation code does not rely on the confidentiality or integrity of the
shared variables used on the wire (variables xe , xs , ye , ys ). Instead, it relies on
local variables (x0e , xb , y b , z b , ye0 ), on the adequate generation and management of
the keys used for verifying, decrypting, encrypting, and signing (variables kv , kd , ke ,
and ks ), and on security assumptions on their respective cryptographic primitives.
If we use a public-key signature scheme (S, V), for instance, the integrity of the
verification key kv must be higher than the integrity of x, while the confidentiality
of the signing key ks must be high enough to protect the integrity of y. Also, if
the keys are used for other purposes (and we can hardly dedicate 4 keys to every
variable assignment), we need to carefully control their interaction. For instance, in
the code above, we cannot use the same keys for protecting both x and y, since an
adversary may then achieve y = 2 at the end of the computation by inserting the code
ye := xe ; ys := xs between b and a. Besides, we cannot assume that the computation
always completes successfully, as indeed an adversary may insert xs := 0 before b’s
code and thus cause the signature verification at the beginning of our code above to
fail, so we also need to qualify our notion of integrity for this computation.
We enforce information flow policies in programs that run at multiple locations,
with diverse levels of security. This involves cryptographic protection whenever
relatively secure locations (e.g. a client and a server) interact via less secure locations
(e.g. an open network).
To this end, we compile programs down to distributed implementations that run
under the control of the adversary.
• In source programs, security depends on a global program semantics, with
abstract policies for reading and writing shared memory. These policies enable
a simple review of confidentiality and integrity properties.
• In their distributed implementations, shared memory is unprotected, the adversary controls the scheduling, and security depends instead on cryptographic
protection.
Our secure compiler [Tool:Cflow, 5, 7] is structured into four stages: slicing, control flow, replication, and cryptography. The first stage slices sequential code with
locality annotations into a series of local programs, each meant to run at a single location. After slicing, the second stage protects the control flow of the source program
against a malicious scheduler, by generating code that maintains auxiliary variables
to keep track of the program state, based on its integrity policy. The replication
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stage transforms a distributed program (still relying on a global, shared, protected
memory) into a program where variables are implemented as local replicas at each
location, with explicit updates between replicas. Finally, the cryptography stage
inserts cryptographic operations to protect these variable updates, and it generates
an initial protocol for distributing their keys.
Our target notions of security are expressed in a computational model of cryptography. In this model, adversaries are probabilistic programs that operate on
bitstrings and have limited computational power (so that they cannot effectively
break cryptography by brute force). This leads us to reason with polynomial-time
hypotheses and probabilistic semantics. We could have used instead a symbolic
model of cryptography, where adversaries may perform arbitrary computations on
abstract algebraic terms (not bitstrings). However, this simpler model would have
hidden many cryptographic side channels (see also Section 1.1) that are relevant in
distributed implementations and problematic for information security. The relation
between symbolic and computational models is the subject of active research [?,
see e.g.]]aba:rog:02,bac:pfi:wai:03, soundequivs but it is unlikely that they can be
reconciled at the level of details handled by our compiler. Thus, we seek computational soundness directly for information-flow security, rather than for symbolic
cryptography.

4.3

Mashup security by compilation

In order to quickly integrate third-party code to augment functionality in mashups,
programmers often use the script tag, granting unnecessarily privileges to untrusted
code (see Sect.2.1.2 in Chapter 2). What tools could help programmers to still
quickly integrate third-party code while complying to the principle of least privileges [BSS11]?
In 2009, Barth et.al [BJL09] proposed Postmash, a designed mashup architecture to use inter-frame communication between integrator and gadgets. PostMash
architecture includes stub libraries on both the integrator and the gadget. On the
integrator side, the stub library must provide an interface similar to the original
gadget’s interface (See e.g. Example 10, the gadget object). The stubbed interface sends corresponding messages by means of the PostMessage API in HTML5.
On the gadget side, there is another stub library, listening and decoding incoming
messages. The Postmash design lacks generality since each gadget requires different interfaces and it requires programmer intervention: the programmer manually
writes interfaces for different gadgets. Moreover, the programmer needs to write
integrator’s code in CPS (Continuation Passing Style)[DF92] to adapt to the asynchronous nature of PostMessage. These issues compromise the guarantees offered
by the architecture. Crucially, reliability of the mashup depends on the programmer
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without any enforced guarantees. We have investigated [15] the following questions
about the PostMash design:
1. Can the stub libraries be made general (the same libraries for every gadget
and integrator)?
2. Can PostMash mashups be automatically generated starting from potentially
insecure mashups and preserving only the good behaviour of the original
mashup?
3. Is it possible to precisely define the security guarantees offered by the architecture?
We have positively answered these questions. We address questions 1 and 2 with a
compiler called Mashic [Tool:Mashic] which inputs existing mashup code, JavaScript
code integrated to HTML, to generate reliable mashups using gadget isolation.For
question 2, we formalize the notion of “benign gadget” that is useful to prove precisely in which cases the generated mashup behaves as the original one. The answer
to question 3 corresponds to a formalization (in the shape of an observational semantics equivalence) of the security guarantees offered by the Same Origin Policy
in a browser. The Mashic compiler [Tool:Mashic] offers the following features:
Automation and generality: Inter-frame communication and sandboxing
code is fully generated by the compiler and can be used with any untrusted gadget
without rewriting the gadget’s code. After sandboxing, gadget objects are not directly reached by the integrator when the SOP applies. Instead the integrator uses
opaque handles [Vin97] to interact with the gadget. Due to the asynchronous nature
of the PostMessage API, integrator’s code is transformed into CPS.
Correctness guarantees: We prove a correctness theorem that states that the
behavior of the Mashic compiled code is equivalent to the original mashup behavior
under the hypothesis that the gadget is benign and a correctness hypothesis of marshaling/unmarshaling for objects that are sent via postMessage. Precisely defining
a benign gadget turned out to be a technical challenge in itself. For that, we instrument the JavaScript semantics extended with HTML constructs by a generalization
of colored brackets [GMZ00] and resort to equivalences used in information flow
security [SM03].
Security guarantees: We prove a security theorem that guarantees a delimited
form of integrity and confidentiality for the compiled mashup. Information sent
from the integrator to the gadget, corresponds to a declassification. We prove that
the gadget cannot learn more than what the integrator sends. Analogously, the
influence that the gadget can have on the integrator is delimited to the actions that
the integrator performs with the messages that the gadget sends to the integrator.
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Example 19 (Mashic compilation). Recall the mashup presented in Example 11.
After compilation with Mashic, instead of directly including the script, a new origin
u-i.com is used as an untrusted gadget container, and the gadget code is put in an
iframe belonging to this origin.
By doing this, the JavaScript execution environment between integrator and gadget is isolated, as guaranteed by the browser’s SOP. Limited communication between
frames and integrator is possible through the PostMessage API in the browser if there
is an event listener for the ‘message’ event. To register a listener one provides a callback function as parameter and treats messages in a waiting queue, asynchronously.
With PostMessage, only strings can be sent. However, it is possible to marshal objects that do not point to themselves (as e.g. the global object), via a marshaling
method, such as the standard JSON stringify.
Code in adservice.js and trusted.js needs to adapt to the asynchronous behaviour. Instead of calling methods or functions, the integrator must send messages
to manipulate the untrusted gadget as shown in the following example:
PostMessage ( stringify ({ action : " newInstance " ,
container : " gadget_div " ,
type : " SIMPLE " }) ,
" http :// u - i . com " );
PostMessage ( stringify ({ action : " setLevel " ,
container : " gadget_div " }) ,
" http :// u - i . com " );

Compilation with Mashic will not preserve the malicious behavior of Listing ??
but will only preserve behavior that does not represent a confidentiality or integrity
violation to the integrator.
The proposed compiler is directly applicable to real world and widespread
mashups. We present evidence that our compiler is effective. We have compiled
several mashups based on Google and Bing maps, YouTube, and Zwibbler APIs. In
order to reduce the overhead of using Mashic-compiled code, we have proposed an optimization [23] for reducing the cost of cross-domain operations between gadgets and
integrator in which an automatic batching mechanism groups together cross-domain
operations in straight-line code, supporting loops and branching instructions.

4.4

Secure program abstractions for the web

Programming a web application as a single code for the server and the client, and
written in a single unified language, is known as multitier programming. Multitier languages have been proposed in response to the emergent need of simplifying
the development process of web applications. Examples of such languages include
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Hop [SGL06, SP16a], Links [CLWY06, BG09], Swift [CLM+ 09], SELinks [CSH09],
and Ur [Chl10].
We formally provide a formal and unified small-step operational semantics for
reasoning about web applications written in Hop [11, 16]. On one hand, the Hop
language relies on standard programming constructs. On the other hand, several
features of Hop are specific to a multitier language, and therefore require specific
semantics. In particular, the dynamic client code generation from the server and its
installation at client site (see Section 2.1.1).
Multitier languages provide natural tools to solve code injection problems, as
they allow global reasoning for web applications. We propose a methodology for
preventing code injection in multitier languages [12], which consists in modifying the
client code compiler at the point of dynamic generation for comparing the generated
code with the specification extracted from the syntax of the source program.

Example 20 (Code injection detection in HOP). Recall the program in Example 9
in Sect.2.1.1. In a multitier language, an equivalent program can be written using
constructs from the language, as shown in the following Hop example:
( define - service ( name )
( < HTML >
( < BODY >
" Welcome " name )))

As in Example 9, the code will respond to a client request by a HTML page
containing a greeting, but the difference is that <HTML> and <BODY> are regular
library functions of the language. Therefore the Hop Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)
obtained from the server-side run-time environment should have the same structure
from the DOM tree obtained by parsing the generated HTML document in the client’s
browser, as shown in the following image where name has been instantiated with
HTML

HTML file

Hop program
(<HTML>
(<BODY>
"Welcome"
name))

“John” :

BODY
Welcome John

Hop AST

compilation

<HTML>
<BODY>
Welcome
John
</BODY>
</HTML>

<HTML>

HTML parser

<BODY>
Welcome John

DOM tree

In the case of a code injection attack, the input name binds to a malicious string "<script>...</script>".
Therefore the Hop AST obtained
from the server-side run-time environment is different from the DOM tree
obtained by parsing the generated HTML document in the client’s browser.
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HTML
BODY
WelcomeAA<script>A
A
alert(fHackedSf)A
A;</script>A

HopAAST

<HTML>

HTMLAfile
<HTML>
<BODY>
Welcome
<script>
alert("Hacked!")
;
</script>
</BODY>
</HTML>

<BODY>
WelcomeAA

DOMAtree

<script>
A
alert(fHackedSf)A
A;

Being provided with a server-side Hop AST makes code injection detection easier:
it is only needed to reproduce the DOM tree that is generated on the client-side and
compare it with the Hop AST. This tree can be easily obtained by parsing the HTML
document generated from the Hop AST on the server-side using a standard HTML
parser. Then it is sufficient to compare the two trees to detect code injection attacks.
If the two trees have the same structure, the program is safe and the response is sent
to the client. If the two trees differ, code has been injected and an exception is raised.
The methodology follows the technique for SQL injection by Su and Wasserman [SW06]. The methodology complements that of [SW06] by the following added
value:
• The programmer is freed from making any intervention in order to achieve
security guarantees. Indeed the expected syntax structure is not provided
by the programmer, since it is already given by the syntax of the multitier
program.
• Proofs are given by means of standard language-based techniques and programming language semantics. In order to prove that our methodology eliminates unexpected behaviors from the dynamically generated pages, we use the
Hop program semantics [11, 16], which abstracts away from compilation processes, as the specification of what expected behavior is. We formally prove the
validity of our approach by showing that the client compiler is fully abstract.
Interestingly, multitier language semantics and compilers provide a natural formal definition of code injection freedom: a program is free from code injection
if the source semantics includes all the behaviours of compiled code (Notice that
this represents the inverse simulation stipulated by program correctness). When
the compiler is the client-code compiler of a multitier language, the definition corresponds to XSS freedom. The tree comparison technique used in Hop [12] can,
in principle, also be applied to other traditional programming languages for Web
applications, with additional efforts. For example, to apply this technique on a Web
server that supports PHP requires to modify the Web server in a non-trivial way:
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1. For each PHP program that generates a HTML page, associate it with a
separate function that computes an AST as specification depending on given
inputs.
2. Upon receiving a HTTP request from a client of a PHP program, the Web
server invokes the corresponding specification function on received input, obtaining an AST. It then executes the PHP program with a PHP interpreter,
and parses the output of the program with a HTML parser, obtaining another
HTML tree. The server delivers the HTML output only if the trees are of the
same shape.
Comparing to the multitier programming languages approach, applying tree comparison technique on traditional programming languages for the Web requires further
modification on Web servers and programmers’ intervention to write a specification
of their code.
However, the tree comparison technique alone is insufficient to prevent all kind
of code injection attacks in practice, as noted in [RL12]. Indeed, a code is considered
to be injected when a user input string ends up being interpreted by the browsers as a
client-side expression. To prevent this Hop imposes that all client-side code, coming
from the first party server, should be generated by the Hop client-side compiler.
This restriction is difficult to impose in a non-multitier language, such as PHP
because in HTML we can include JavaScript expressions in the HTML nodes attributes. Hop handles this situation by a simple filtering that rejects all attributes
of nodes. In the HTML specification, those attribute strings as event handler will
be interpreted as script expressions. Hop imposes that these attributes are bound
to Hop client-side expressions, not to strings. For instance, it rejects
(<DIV> :onclick "alert( msg )" ...)
but it accepts
(<DIV> :onclick ~(alert msg) ...)
where (), called tilde code expression, is a Hop function to represent client code.
Since Hop offers no means for transforming a string of characters into a tilde code
expression, this simple filtering technique ensures that attributes as event handlers
cannot be used to inject arbitrary expressions.
Beyond the HTML specification, most browsers interpret attributes values prefixed with the string javascript: as listener attributes. For instance, the following
HTML link, when clicked, evaluates the alert function call.
<A href="javascript:alert(’foo’)">click me</a>
This could also lead to code injection. To solve that problem we have adopted a
conservative solution that disables this extension by forbidding the javascript:
prefix for all attributes. This is enforced by Hop for HTML trees as well as for CSS
declarations.
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Finally, Hop also ensures that pure client-side manipulation cannot yield to executing new code. For that, the client-side runtime library only binds JavaScript
functions that are safe. For instance, if functions such as eval or document.write
were accessible in Hop they could be used to evaluate arbitrary user forged code.
The dangerous functions are either not included or slightly modified. For instance
facilities such as innerHTML that parses an inserted string to a HTML tree is kept,
but its argument must be a HTML node instead of a string.

One More Thing ....
There is one last thing1 , or actually many things, to mention as perspectives. A
new industrial revolution is here2 , the Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet has expanded to connect not only computers but all kind of physical objects (a.k.a.“smart”
things). The IoT is changing the way humans interact with physical objects. What
is the role of researchers in security in this revolution? As with the Internet, IoT connectivity brings associated security problems and poses a danger to people’s privacy,
but in contrast to problems before this new revolution, IoT security issues have the
power to easily endanger people’s life. In 2015, for example, researchers[JEE] discovered that the Jeep Cherokee could be hacked over the Internet, causing unintended
acceleration and slamming on the car’s brakes or turning the vehicle’s steering wheel
at any speed. Concerns about IoT security put this whole revolution at stake3 .
IoT specificities create unique challenges to be addressed in order to tackle the
problem of IoT security in its entirety. IoT specificities include:
• constrained resources: microcontrollers in IoT devices are architecturally
very different in terms of storage and CPU capabilities compared to a typical PC. Certain capabilities like RAM, Flash, word size, and CPU Speed
are several orders of magnitude lower than in classical architectures [?]. The
constraints make the use of certain classical security building blocks, such as
standard cryptographic libraries and protocols [Bog17, IOT], not adapted for
microcontrollers.
• unprecedented heterogeneous nature: covering all the spectrum from microcontrollers to the cloud, an IoT application potentially include code that
runs in web clients, servers, and various different IoT devices with different
architectures. Moreover, IoT applications must handle a wide variety of asynchronous events, launching calculations that trigger a cascade of new events.
1

In honor to Steve Jobs that I admire for his power to innovate and also for his power to make
other people innovate.
2
Source: the World Economic Forum
3
The dream is to survive to it.
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As happened with programming of mobile applications, programming of the IoT
is not reserved for expert developers but it is opened for everyone. For example,
Samsung SmartApps is a smart home programming framework to program your
door locks, oven, and other home appliances. Recently, researchers [FJP16] have
discovered that applications in this framework can gain access to more operations
on devices than their functionality requires.
There is a need to simplify the development process of IoT applications and
provide IoT programming abstractions and analyses to handle the challenges of IoT
secure programming.
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Beware of bugs in the above code; I
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our case, secure], not tried it.
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